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Hello… 

Bill Prater

That’s Me
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A previous lesson taught you about the importance of 
creating your personal vision. If you somehow got 

here before studying it, click on the 
Creating Your Vision link nearby and do so.
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But, in summary, you simply must have a 
unique vision to guide you.
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But, while having a vision is an important step to take, 
progress towards it is vital.
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Remember, you don’t want to actually reach your 
vision. You want your vision to always be “in the 

future”.
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And, you want to always make steady progress 
towards it.
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Now, a vision is not the same as a goal.
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You are likely to have a series of goals 
on your way to the vision.
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So, if you decide to grow your business 
to number one, do so.
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But, you really don’t need to have the goals or 
milestones in place. Let me explain.
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What you need is consistent steady progress along 
the path to your vision.
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And, remember, since you are constantly refreshing 
your vision, you will never get there.
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It will always be five years in the future. 
Cool, right?
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So, how are you going to know you are making any 
progress?
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Consider this daily exercise.
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At the end of every day of your life, ask yourself… 
“How did I make progress towards my personal vision today?” 
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Write down your answers. 
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You either write something or you do not. 
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You only want progress in writing… 
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Ask yourself another question… 
“What can I do tomorrow to make progress 

towards my vision?”  
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Write down the steps you intend to take tomorrow. 
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Now, here’s the trick… 
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They are not goals… 
Let them go… 
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Find a journal you can dedicate to this routine.  
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Put nothing else in it.  
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Note, you are not allowing yourself to think of 
anything that did not allow you to make progress.   
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You may not have made progress. In fact, you may 
have gone backwards.   
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Don’t dwell on lack of progress.
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If you haven’t made any progress or if you have gone 
backwards, write nothing down as the answer to…
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“How did I make progress towards my vision today?”
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Remember, you will always have an answer 
to, “What can I do tomorrow to make progress 

towards my vision?”  
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After a short period of time you will begin to see 
remarkable progress towards your vision.
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Plus, it will make fantastic reading…
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And, it is the story of exactly how you became so 
darn successful…
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When you begin to see major progress it’s time to 
expand your horizons—write a bigger personal 

vision!
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I find the best practice with your vision journal is to 
follow this discipline:
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Write your vision in the first page of the journal.
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Complete the daily exercise for one month.
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Rewrite your personal vision at the end of the month.
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Continue this practice from now on out.
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In summary, a personal vision is an extremely 
powerful tool for your personal growth.
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However, even more powerful is the daily progress 
you make towards the goal.
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OK, it’s time to move on to the next module: 
Creating the Culture


